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April 18th, 2019 - Business to Business Marketing provides a comprehensive introduction to the main theoretical and managerial issues in B2B marketing increasing students awareness of its significance in both local and global modern economies. Organized into four parts this innovative text shows how B2B marketing entails managing the complex network of buying and selling relationships between organizations.
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fast catching up with business to consumer marketing as a subject of study and in recognition of its widening appeal this collection of seminal articles will be of interest to students researchers and lecturers of general management as well as those of marketing
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March 6th, 2019 - Business to business marketing is fast catching up with business to consumer marketing as a subject of study and in recognition of its widening appeal this collection of seminal articles will be of interest to students researchers and lecturers of general management as well as those of marketing It serves as an intellectual touchstone for
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April 15th, 2019 - Professor Nick Ellis PhD B2B Marketing Nick Ellis is Professor of Marketing Management at Durham University in the UK He has been teaching business to business B2B marketing to students around the world for nearly 20 years His work focuses on interorganizational relationships as he explores marketing and purchasing management in supply chains and industrial networks
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